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The agents do not keep written accounts. I there-
fore found it rather difficult to assess the amount of
their transactions. Fu-sen gave me his estimate as
about ten to twenty dollars a day. The highest record
was forty dollars a day near the end of the year. This
seems to be a reasonable estimate, because it can roughly
be checked with the general amount of goods that the
village obtains from outside. According to the estimate
given in the analysis of household expenditure (VII-8),
this is about 80,000 dollars every year. If we exclude
from this amount the expenses for clothing, vegetables,
heavy tools, and mulberry leaves, which are not pur-
chased through the agent boats, it amounts to 30,000
dollars, and this gives an approximate average similar
to the above estimate,
I was not able to make a complete list of articles that
the agent boats buy from the town. The list must be a
very long one because all goods that can be bought in
the town and can be transported by boat are ordered
from the agent. Small quantities of those things such
as bean cakes, bricks, and paper-money, during the
time when the boat is not crowded, are also orderable.
The most common goods found in the agent boats are
food and ingredients for cooking.
To complete the description of the buying process,
it is necessary to mention again the direct purchase
by the consumers in the town market or from other
villages. For instance, not enough mulberry leaves,
the essential raw material for the silk industry, are
grown in the village. The villagers must buy them
from the other villages near the Lake Tai. The buyer
goes personally and transports the goods himself.
Every time people come to the town they will do some
shopping. The amount of trade through this process

